


The House Manual: 


On arrival:  

-Please app (preferred) or call Paul Carrington some time before you arrive. He 

needs to plan the moment of your arrival in his own schedule.  

-Paul will open the door and connect electricity and water for you.  

-If there is a problem, ask Paul. If necessary you can always contact me.  

Please understand, Paul is only available for urgent matters. 


Kitchen: 

-The gas-burners are connected to a bottle of gas under the sink. There is one full 

extra bottle standing next to it. If you need to change the bottle: close the gas 

bottle, then unscrew the hose using the (red) adjustible-joint pliers, lying on the 

floor next to the bottle, and screw the hose on the new bottle. If needed you can 

also ask Paul to help you. 

-The big waterheater on the wall is switched to 70 degrees. Please only use the 

on/off button on the right side. You can also keep it switched on.  

Because of the annoying sound on charging we usually only switch it off during 

daytime and switch it on at night. 

-You can switch on the espresso machine with the button on the right side. When 

it is heated you can use the top button on the left to make a coffee. 
Important: The espresso machine should only be used with water from a bottle 
because of the chalk in the tabwater. 

-Very important: don't wash down any fat or solids in the sink! 


Stove: 

-If you are only staying in one room, 

please only burn one of the stoves! 

-When you want to make a fire, put some 

small wood at the bottom. Do not 

remove the ashes, it should stay in the 

stove. You can put a firestarter in on top 

of the ashes and under the wood.  

-When you light it, keep both lids on top 

opened. When the fire is burning well, 

completely close the left lid. The right lid 

is on top of the 'air-tube' (the turbo). This 

airtube brings in the fresh air under the 

burning wood. By closing this lid more or 

less you can influence the speed of 

burning.  

Please take care not to overheat the 

stove, do not keep the right lid fully 

opened all the time! 

When you want to leave or go to bed, 


                                                                  close also the right lid.  


 
 



Internet: 

On the modem (Zyxel) are two buttons on the left side. Always keep the modem 

plugged in. When the electricity is switched on, on your arrival, the modem always 

shows: 'Charging battery'. That does not mean the modem is switched on.  

If you want to switch on the modem, press the top button. The name Zyxel will 

appear in light on the cover. After 1 or 2 minutes you will notice the network on the 

available networks on your computer/phone (name: HotspotMomon). The 

password is: 24390Momon.  
For unclear reasons the modem switches itself off every now and then. Just restart.


Bathroom: 

-The shower and toilet are not connected to a public sewersystem. They are 

connected to our own septictank. It is a fragile system. Please don't throw 

anything in it, that can disturb the biological balance. No chemicals! 

-Do not flush anything, except normal toiletpaper. 

-Please keep the toilet and shower as clean as possible!  


Beds: 

-The beds in both bedrooms are available to use.  

Feel free to choose which bed(-room) you prefer. You can of course use both when you 
are with a travel companion.  

-The duvets and pillows are on the beds.  

The sheets and the pillowscovers are in the closet in the livingroom. 

-Please keep the white protective sheet on the bed. Just use a fitting sheet on top 

of it. 


Television:  
The television is not connected to an antenna or satellite dish. You can only use it to 
watch video's from your computer. The computer needs to have an hdmi-connection 
(to connect the cable). You can also use USB-sticks. 
 
Garbage: 
Yellow bags are for recycling materials (plastic, cans, carton boxes) and grey (black) 
bags for other garbage. 


On leaving: 

-Take the sheet/covers from the bed (except the white protective sheet), and put it 

in the washing machine. Put the uncovered duvet and pillows in plastic bags on 

the bed. 

You don't have to switch on the machine, Paul will do that. 


-Please clean the house and bring it back into the the situation you found on  
arrival. It has to be ready to use for the next user again.  
 
 
 
We hope you will have a wonderful time in Maumont! 


Paul Carrington: +33676466283  

carrington.paul@neuf.fr 

Frans: +31628599938


